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OPENING
Jay walks down footpath on their way to school
Headphones are plugged in and 'insert song' plays
Jay approaches the front of the school, walking up the steps, and going
through the door
Jay walks through the school corridors towards their locker
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LOCKER ROOM
Jay enters locker room
(One headphone is removed, while
instrumental continues to play)
There are two other students heard at the forefront, Elina and phoebe,
leaning against lockers and chatting
Jay opens their lock, and retrieves their books while the students
converse
ELINA
Were you at the party over the weekend?
PHOEBE
No, but I heard it was nuts
ELINA
It was! You should have been there! Annie
turned up covered in bacon wrap
No way

PHOEBE

ELINA
Yes, and Daniel, of course, could barely keep
his eyes off of her
PHOEBE
Did anything happen?
ELINA
Lets just say she left with a lot less bacon
than she came with
Oof

PHOEBE

ELINA
Honestly, I wouldn't be surprised
it and quit it, I mean, that sort
never lasts very long, if you eat
quickly they loose interest, it's
is, I mean....

if they eat
of thing
it up to
just how it
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Jay closes their locker and Phoebe and Elina's voices fade
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MEETING AMARI
Jay walks down the hallway
Amari runs up behind them, trying to catch up to Jay, and gets their
attention
AMARI
Hey, you're Jay right?
Uh, yeah

JAY

AMARI
I'm Amari, I think we're in the same class
Mmm Hmm

JAY

The two share an awkward silence
AMARI
I go by they/them pronouns by the way
JAY
.... oh... uh.... he/they
Further silence between the two
AMARI
We have Health next don't we
JAY
Uh, yeah, I think so
Cool....

AMARI

They both continue walking down the hallway in silence
AMARI
So I was thinking*Bell rings*
AMARI
*Sharp breath in* Oh, I forgot my- sorry,
I'll see you in class
Okay
Amari runs off
Jay continues on
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'SEX ED'

JAY
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Jay enters the class room walking to a desk and sitting down
Other students begin to file into the room, sitting at desks, and
chatting
The teacher walks into the room, and writes on the blackboard
Class groans
TEACHER
Right, Bacon...
I know that no one wants to talk about this
with their teacher, but I’m sure you all knew
this was coming at some point.
Liking bacon…. Well…. Is natural. Everyone
does, and that’s why it’s important you learn
about it now.
It's important that you learn how to cook and
season it probably. Bacon isn’t all fun and
games, if you’re not careful it can make you
sick.
But bacon isn’t bad, and you shouldn’t feel
ashamed. Every person in this room will eat
bacon one day. And eating bacon with someone
you really love is the best experience you
will ever have.
Now, everyone grab their pan and oil
Snapping of gloves, gas lighting, chopping and sizzling
(Time skip)
Jay, and students are all taking off their cooking gloves
*Bell rings*
Students pack up their books and filter out of the room
Jay takes their books and walks over to the teacher
JAY
Hey, Ms Dawson, can I ask you something
MS DAWSON
Sure Jay, how can I help
JAY
I just- You said that one day everyone will
want bacon, but, what if I....well... don't?
MS DAWSON
You might not feel it now, but one day you
will, everyone does
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JAY
Yeah, but hypothetically, if I didn't
MS DAWSON
Don't worry honey, you will... After all,
Bacon makes us human
Both pause
JAY
Okay... thanks Ms Dawson
Ms Dawson shuffles some papers
Jay exits the classroom
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LUNCH
Jay walks towards a table with two students, Drew and Blake, sitting at
it
Hey Jay
Hey

DREW
JAY

All three begin eating
BLAKE
That class was nuts, right
DREW
Yep, it's like, the last thing you wanna be
talking to you're teacher about. Especially
Ms Dawson
JAY
I mean, it was interesting to learn about the
mechanisms and all that....
DREW
Ummmm- I guess?
JAY
I don't think I'll ever try it though
BLAKE
What? You mean, like, abstinence or
something? I didn't know you were religious
JAY
I'm not, well, not really. I just don't see
the big deal
DREW
What do you mean?
JAY
I dunno, I guess it just... isn't appealing
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to me
BLAKE
But, what if you're future partner like
bacon? What'll you do?
JAY
Um, I guess, I dunno, I*Bell rings*
Jay, Blake, and Drew pack up their lunch, and begin walking away from
the table
JAY
Never mind, it's not important
DREW
That's okay Jay, you don't have to know....
we'll see you after class
Yeah

JAY

Jay walks away
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STUDY ROOM
Jay opens the door of the study room, and walks inside
They put their stuff down on the table, and settle in the chair
They plug their headphones into their phone, and press play on the
music
(Song #1 plays)
Within a few seconds of the first lyrics playing Jay gets annoyed and
skips to the next one
JAY
*Sighs*
(Song #2 plays)
The same occurrence
JAY
*Groans*
(Song #3 plays)
Jay gets frustrated, pauses the music, agitatedly takes of their
headphones, and sighs, placing them on the table
Jay begins to open their books to study
Amari opens the door to the study room
They notice Jay is in the room
AMARI
Oh, hey Jay, know you were in here
JAY
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Oh, hey
AMARI
I've just got some posters to pin up
JAY
*hums* I'll leave you too it
Amari pins up the poster to the wall
Amari walks to the door and exits, closing the door behind
Jay waits until Amari has been gone a moment before standing, and
looking at the poster
JAY
*Mumbling* For those who finds bacon's not
quite for them.... You're not alone
They take their phone and take a picture of the poster
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UN-SIZZLED
Jay is outside the club, Amari comes out the door
Chatting and music is heard
AMARI
Jay!!! Come in, come in
Jay walks towards Amari nervously, they both walk through the door,
standing just inside the room
Music can be heard, as well as people quietly chatting
AMARI
Welcome to Un-sizzled, I had a feeling you
might come
You did?

JAY

AMARI
Yeah, I thought you might be like us.
Like us?

JAY

AMARI
Yeah, off the B spectrum, we have all sorts
here. Some who don't like bacon at all, some
who find that it depends, and some who don't
care either way
Huh

JAY

AMARI
There are no expectations here. You can be
exactly who you are. Liking bacon is a
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spectrum, and not liking it at all is
perfectly normal. Everyone here is like you
and me, which is absolutely awesome.
JAY
I- *Breath*
AMARI
You wanna check it out
Yeah

JAY

They walk inside, and shut the door
Fades to black

Audio Picture
(Bacon makes us human)
Bacon is crossed out
(Sex makes us human)
Sex is crossed out
(Humanity makes us human)

